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ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF HYDROGEN SHOCKED TO MEGABAR PRESSURES

S.T. Weir, W.J. Nellis, and A.C. Mitchell
[xavrence Livermore National Laboratory

University of California, P.O. Box 808
Livermore, CA 94550

Electri-calconductivityexperiments on compressed hydrogen arevaluable for deter-
" mining the band gap of hydrogen at near-metallic densities, and for estimating, the band-

overlap metaUizationdensity of hydrogen. In our experiments, liquid hydrogen samples
. were quasi-isent_ically compressed to megabar pressures by a reverberating shock

wave, and the electrical conductivities were measured simultaneously. To check for con-
sisteney, experiments were performed with both H2 and 132.Preliminary analysis shows
that the measured electrical conductivities are consistent with an intrinsic semiconductor
model in which conduction occurs by thermal excitation of charge carriers across the
electronic band gap of molecular hydrogen. Thus, the conductivity measurements yield
valuable information on the band gap of hydrogen at densities approaching the metalliza-
tion density. Pressures ranged from 0.8 to 1.2 Mbars, and calculated temperatures from
2000 K to 3000 K. The calculated densities were near 0.3 moles/ce. Calculated tempera-
turesare small comparedto the band gap. Measured conductivities are in agreement with
electronicband gapcalculationsI for orientationallydisorderedhcp H2; the theory for this
situationpredictsband gaps of 6.0 to 5.2 eV in this range.

1H. Chaehamand S.G. Louie, Phys. Rex,.Lett. 66, 64 (I 991).

INTRODUCTION D2 multi-shocked to megabar pressures.
Electrical conductivities of dense fluid

The properties of ultra-high pressure hydrogen at these pressures and tempera-
hydrogen have been the subject of much tures reached are neexted for calculations
e_ental 1-9and theoreticaU°-14 of the magnetic fields of Jupiter and
study. Of particular interest is the pres- Saturn15,the magnetic fields being gen-
sure-induced insulator-to-metal (I-M) crated by convective dynamos of hot,
transition of hydrogen which, according dense, semieondueting fluid hydrogen.
to recent theoretical calculations14,is Also, since electrical conduction at the
predicted to occur by band-overlap in the pressure-temperatureconditions being
pressure range of 1.5-3.0 Mbars on the studied is due to the thermal excitation
zero temperature isotherm. Extreraely of charge carriers across the electronic
high pressures are required for nletalliza- band gap, these experiments yield valu-
tion since the low-pressure barJd gap is able information on the width of the
about 15 eV. Recent static-pressure band gap at high densities.
diamond anvil cell experiments have

- searched for evidence of an insulator-to- EXPERIMENT
metal transition, but no conclusive evi-
dence for such a transition has yet been Multi-Shock Compression of Hydrogen

" supplied.Providingconclusive evidence
for hydrogen metallization is difficult Ourexperiments involve compress-
because no techniquehas yet been de- ing starting samples of liquid hydrogen
veloped for performing static high- with a rapid succession of shocks. The
pressure electrical conductivity experi- amount of irreversible shock heating in
meritsat megabarpressures, our multi-shock experiments is much

We report here on electrical conduc- less than that for single shock experi-
tivity experiments performed on H2 and ments to the same pressure. Thus, multi-



shocking results in a quasi-isentropic impedance matching at ali electrical
compression of the sample and very high connections was required to prevent
densities can be attained. A schematic of signal ringing from interfering with the
the target region is shown in Figure 1. measurements. Triggering for this circuit
The target was first cooled to 20 K by was provided by either high-voltage or
circulating liquid hydrogen through a piezoelectric trigger pins which started
circular annulus surrounding the sample the scope sweeps about 100 nsec before
chamber. High purity hydrogen or deu- the expected signal. To maximize the
tefium gas was then introduced into the dynamic range of the measurements,
sample chamber, and was allowed to several scopes were used in parallel,
condense in the sample chamber. A with each scope adjusted to a different
planar shock wave was generated by the sensitivity. This large dynamic range
high-speed impactof an aluminum-faced was requiredbecause the conductivity
projectile onto the aluminum target changes by orders of magnitude
body. The projectile is launched by a throughout the pressure range explored,
two-stage light-gas gun. The shock wave and so the widest possible dynamic
then reverberates between the two range was needed to ensure that the sig-
hydrogen-sapphire interfaces, thus com- nal was accurately measured.
pressing the thin hydrogen layer (initial Supplemental experiments performed to
thickness----0.5mm) with a rapid series of determine the resistivity of shocked sap-
shocks. The hydrogen sample remains in phire revealed that the resistivity of sap-
the high density multi-shocked state for phire is two to three orders of magnitude
approximately 400 nsec before longitu- higher than the resistivity of H2 or D2
dinal and lateral release occurs. In this multi-shocked to the same pressure.
mannerhydrogen pressures of over 1.2 Thus, conductionthroughthe sapphire
Mbars were attained, between the two electrical probes results

in a small correctionto the measured
Liquid Hydrogen l'b_3istance, and very accuratemeasure-

Aluminum (0.5 mm thick layer) ments of hydrogen conductivity were
Impactor _._ Pin possible.

......i_"1 The cell constant, a factor which

Electrodes for relates the measured resistance to the
conductivity sample resistivity, had to be determined
measurements for our sample-probe geometry. This cell

constant was calculated in two different
Sapph_ ways. First, the cell constant was exper-
Imulator Disks imentally measured by using standard

electrolytic solutions of known conduc-
Figure 1. Target for electrical eondue- tivity. The cell constant was also deter-
tivity experiments on multi-shocked mined by means of current flow com-hydrogen. The shock wave generated by
theal_ impactorreverberates puter simulations. These two methods
betweenthesapphiredisks,thuscom- yielded results in excellent agreement
pressing the hydrogen to high densities, with each other for the specimen thick-

nesses at which both were performed. At
the final densities of maximum com-

Conductivity Measurements pression, the three-dimensional calcu- •
later cell calibrations were used.

The electrical conductivity mea-
surements were made using a constant- RESULTS
voltage or a constant-current circuit
depending on whether the expected con- We have performed five multi-shock
duetivity was greater than or less than conductivity experiments on hydrogen

approximately 1 (t2-cm)-1. Precise thus far. The pressures range from 0.8 to
1.2 Mbars, and calculated temperatures



are from 2000 K to 3000 K. The calcu- agreement with quasiparticle calcula-
lated densities were near 0.3 moles/cre3. tions of the band gap of orientationally
The densities and temperatures were all disordered hcp hydrogen at the same
calculated by l-dimensional hydrocode density (Eg=12eV). There is also good
simulations of the experiments using a general agreement between this simple
fluid hydrogen equation-of-state (EOS) model and the multi-shock experiments,
developed by G.I. Kerley 16. This EOS, the experiments being consistent with a

• which is based on hard-sphere perturba- band gap in the 5-6 eV range for shock
tion theory and the zetro-Kelvin isotherm pressures in the range of 0.8-1.2 Mbars
of the solid phase, is in excellent agree- and densities around 0.3 moles/cre3,

• ment with single- and double-shock although a discrepancy appears to be de-
hydrogen EOS experiments 1,17. veloping at higher densities, possibly
Calculations indicate that molecular dis- because the actual band gap is less than
soeiation is about 0.03% in our multi- the assumed calculated band gap for
shock experiments tS, so a molecular orientationally disordered hydrogen.
model is valid. Both H2 and 1)2 were
studied to check fer consistency. Since SUMMARY
the mass density of D2 is about twice
that of H2, D2 reaches a higher tempera- We have performed quasi-isentropic

multi-shock experiments on Ha and D2atture than H2 multi-shocked to the same
density, pressures up to 1.25 Mbar. Calculated

In previous electrical conductivity temperatures were from 2000 K to 3000
experiments on singly-shocked hydro- K, and the calculated densities were near
gen9, it was found that the conductivity 0.3 moles/cm 3. These final state temper-
data could be interpreted in terms of a atures and densities were calculated
simple model for the conductivity of an using a 1-dimensional hydrocode with a
intrinsic semiconductor at a non-zero fluid EOS based on hard-sphere pertur-
temperature.Hydrogen is in a high bation theory 16.Measured conductivities
density fluid 19 state in our experiments, are in general agreement with a simple
and for this case the conductivity is20 intrinsic semiconductor model with band

gaps in the 5.2-6.0 eV range, as pre-
dieted by quasiparticle calculations for

_=-Croexp(-Eg/2kbT) (Eqn. 1) orientationaUy disordered hcp 14.
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